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Network monitoring is important!

Utilization

Availability

Security

Performance

Traffic engineering

Diagnose long delay/loss problems

Identify and diagnose failure

Timely attack detection



Network monitoring is unsolved

Market research reports a $2.32 B 
network analytics market by 2020

Startups in network analytics



State of the art: bottom up approach

Too much information: Hard to find needles in a haystack
Network analytics on the collector

…… …… ……

Lack network-wide view: 
Ad-hoc integration of data across switches & hosts

Too little information: aggregated, sampled data is not enough



Key challenges

Flexible: diverse, real-time queries

Scale: thousands of devices, millions of flows, terabytes of traffic

Performance: limited resource/support on hardware switches



Challenge 1: lack of abstraction
Need to support diverse, customized, real-time query

…… …… ……

Attack
detection

Performance
diagnosis

Network analytics on the collector

Traffic 
engineering



Challenge 2: Scalability
Scale to a large amount of traffic in a large network

Network analytics on the collector

…… ……
……10,000s switches 100,000s servers; 

1,000,000s VMs

100K-1M concurrent flows 
per switch

10Gbps link per host

A lot of data to measure per device

[*] Y. Li, R. Miao, C. Kim, and M. Yu. FlowRadar: A Better NetFlow for Data Centers. In Proc. of NSDI, 2016.



Challenge 3: limited hardware support
Limited resources, lack of programmability

Switches

Small, on chip memory

12 ns per packet on 40G port*    

Monitoring

Control functions 
(forwarding, firewalls, …)

Hosts

CPU

Real apps

Monitoring

70 ns per packet on 10G link ^   

Limited packet processing time

[*] Y. Li, R. Miao, C. Kim, and M. Yu. FlowRadar: A Better NetFlow for Data Centers. In Proc. of NSDI, 2016.
[^] M. Moshref, M. Yu, R. Govindan, and A. Vahdat. Trumpet: Timely and Precise Triggers in Data Centers. In Proc. of SIGCOMM, 2016.



State of the art: problems

Too much information: Hard to find needles in a haystack
Network analytics on the collector

…… …… ……

Lack network-wide view: 
Ad-hoc integration of data across switches & hosts

Too little information: aggregated, sampled data is not enough



How do we make it better?

Programmable abstractions 
Network analytics on the collector

…… …… ……

Algorithmic and system design

Programmable hardware support



Paper preview: programmable abstraction 

Programmable abstraction 

Algorithmic and system design

Programmable hardware support

• Background: existing languages provide low-level abstractions, 
hard to monitor application-level/session-level  events: e.g. 
monitor VoIP usage exceeding a quota

• Challenges: flow level measurement fails to capture application 
semantics, hard to generalize or customize

• Core idea: NetQRE language built on top of quantitative 
regular expressions, compile to efficient implementation with 
low memory footprint



Paper preview: hardware support  

Programmable abstraction 

Algorithmic and system design

Programmable hardware support

• Background: existing switch monitoring primitives (sampling, 
mirroring, counting) are restrictive; new technologies (in-band 
network telemetry, Tetration) lack flexibility

• Challenges: adding fixed function switch monitoring is 
unsustainable, need hardware to support expressive language 

• Core idea: define Marple language, compiler to translate to 
programmable switches, use aggregation and filtering to 
improve performance



Paper preview: efficient algorithm

Programmable abstraction 

Algorithmic and system design

Programmable hardware support

• Background: Sketch summarizes traffic stats of all packets with 
fixed-size memory, with low errors. 

• Challenges: Using sketches have overhead, fail to keep up with 
high speed

• Core idea: use normal path and fast path in data plane, use 
control plane to recover from the error



Paper preview: efficient algorithm 

Programmable abstraction 

Algorithmic and system design

Programmable hardware support

• Background: Hierarchical Heavy 
Hitters (HHH) aggregate of flows in a 
address block, used for detecting 
prefixes  suddenly responsible for 
large traffic. 

• Challenges: HHH update time is long, 
cannot keep up with line speed

• Core idea: randomized update with O(1) complexity
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ABSTRACT
Monitoring tasks, such as anomaly and DDoS detection, require
identifying frequent �ow aggregates based on common IP pre�xes.
These are known as hierarchical heavy hitters (HHH), where the
hierarchy is determined based on the type of pre�xes of interest
in a given application. The per packet complexity of existing HHH
algorithms is proportional to the size of the hierarchy, imposing
signi�cant overheads.

In this paper, we propose a randomized constant time algorithm
for HHH. We prove probabilistic precision bounds backed by an
empirical evaluation. Using four real Internet packet traces, we
demonstrate that our algorithm indeed obtains comparable accu-
racy and recall as previous works, while running up to 62 times
faster. Finally, we extended Open vSwitch (OVS) with our algorithm
and showed it is able to handle 13.8 million packets per second. In
contrast, incorporating previous works in OVS only obtained 2.5
times lower throughput.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Networkmeasurements are essential for a variety of network functi-
onalities such as tra�c engineering, load balancing, quality of ser-
vice, caching, anomaly and intrusion detection [2, 3, 8, 16, 18, 22,
29, 45]. A major challenge in performing and maintaining network
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Figure 1: A high level overview of this work. Previous algo-
rithms’ update requires �(H ) run time, while we perform at
most a single O(1) update.

measurements comes from rapid line rates and the large number of
active �ows.

Previousworks suggested identifyingHeavyHitter (HH) �ows [44]
that account for a large portion of the tra�c. Indeed, approximate
HH are used in many functionalities and can be captured quickly
and e�ciently [5–7, 20, 42]. However, applications such as anom-
aly detection and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack de-
tection require more sophisticated measurements [41, 46]. In such
attacks, each device generates a small portion of the tra�c but their
combined volume is overwhelming. HH measurement is therefore
insu�cient as each individual device is not a heavy hitter.

Hierarchical Heavy Hitters (HHH) account aggregates of �ows
that share certain IP pre�xes. The structure of IP addresses implies
a pre�x based hierarchy as de�ned more precisely below. In the
DDoS example, HHH can identify IP pre�xes that are suddenly
responsible for a large portion of tra�c and such an anomaly may
very well be a manifesting attack. Further, HHH can be collected
in one dimension, e.g., a single source IP pre�x hierarchy, or in
multiple dimensions, e.g., a hierarchy based on both source and
destination IP pre�xes.

Previousworks [14, 35] suggested deterministic algorithmswhose
update complexity is proportional to the hierarchy’s size. These
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Summary
• Network monitoring is important topic
• Traditionally an afterthought
• It requires coordination in multiple layers

Tuesday 
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